
 

 

AVID CONTRACT 

 

Name of Student:__________________________Name of Student:__________________________Name of Student:__________________________Name of Student:__________________________    School Year:_________________School Year:_________________School Year:_________________School Year:_________________    

    

An AVID student is a represenAn AVID student is a represenAn AVID student is a represenAn AVID student is a representative and advocate of the program who is willing to do the tative and advocate of the program who is willing to do the tative and advocate of the program who is willing to do the tative and advocate of the program who is willing to do the 

following:following:following:following:    

    

1.1.1.1. Participate in AVID throughout high school.Participate in AVID throughout high school.Participate in AVID throughout high school.Participate in AVID throughout high school.    

2.2.2.2. Complete all assignComplete all assignComplete all assignComplete all assignments (in class, homework, and projects) for all classes.ments (in class, homework, and projects) for all classes.ments (in class, homework, and projects) for all classes.ments (in class, homework, and projects) for all classes.    

3.3.3.3. Be prepared for all classes by keeping an organized binder with the necessary Be prepared for all classes by keeping an organized binder with the necessary Be prepared for all classes by keeping an organized binder with the necessary Be prepared for all classes by keeping an organized binder with the necessary 

materials and tools such as papers, pencils, pens and highlighters.materials and tools such as papers, pencils, pens and highlighters.materials and tools such as papers, pencils, pens and highlighters.materials and tools such as papers, pencils, pens and highlighters.    

4.4.4.4. Participate in tutorials and study sessions necessarParticipate in tutorials and study sessions necessarParticipate in tutorials and study sessions necessarParticipate in tutorials and study sessions necessary for mastery of subject areas. y for mastery of subject areas. y for mastery of subject areas. y for mastery of subject areas. 

Understand that these sessions are not set aside for completion of homework for Understand that these sessions are not set aside for completion of homework for Understand that these sessions are not set aside for completion of homework for Understand that these sessions are not set aside for completion of homework for 

other classes.other classes.other classes.other classes.    

5.5.5.5. Attend all classes on a daily bases in order to stay on track. Understand that any Attend all classes on a daily bases in order to stay on track. Understand that any Attend all classes on a daily bases in order to stay on track. Understand that any Attend all classes on a daily bases in order to stay on track. Understand that any 

missed assignment must be made up upon return missed assignment must be made up upon return missed assignment must be made up upon return missed assignment must be made up upon return to school.to school.to school.to school.    

6.6.6.6. Understand that AVID is a class that requires the completion of assignments that Understand that AVID is a class that requires the completion of assignments that Understand that AVID is a class that requires the completion of assignments that Understand that AVID is a class that requires the completion of assignments that 

involves WICR.involves WICR.involves WICR.involves WICR.    

7.7.7.7. Aware that AVID students are expected to take rigorous courses such as AP or Aware that AVID students are expected to take rigorous courses such as AP or Aware that AVID students are expected to take rigorous courses such as AP or Aware that AVID students are expected to take rigorous courses such as AP or 

honors.honors.honors.honors.    

8.8.8.8. Understand that any failure in any classes will require summer sUnderstand that any failure in any classes will require summer sUnderstand that any failure in any classes will require summer sUnderstand that any failure in any classes will require summer school attendance chool attendance chool attendance chool attendance 

and/or doubling up on courses to meet all graduation requirements.and/or doubling up on courses to meet all graduation requirements.and/or doubling up on courses to meet all graduation requirements.and/or doubling up on courses to meet all graduation requirements.    

9.9.9.9. Take pride in the knowledge that being picked for the program is an honor and will Take pride in the knowledge that being picked for the program is an honor and will Take pride in the knowledge that being picked for the program is an honor and will Take pride in the knowledge that being picked for the program is an honor and will 

represent AVID in a positive manner in all classes as well as in all extrarepresent AVID in a positive manner in all classes as well as in all extrarepresent AVID in a positive manner in all classes as well as in all extrarepresent AVID in a positive manner in all classes as well as in all extra----curricular curricular curricular curricular 

actactactactivities.ivities.ivities.ivities.    

10.10.10.10. Be active learner through class participation, Cornel note taking, listening and Be active learner through class participation, Cornel note taking, listening and Be active learner through class participation, Cornel note taking, listening and Be active learner through class participation, Cornel note taking, listening and 

modeling AVID strategies.modeling AVID strategies.modeling AVID strategies.modeling AVID strategies.    

11.11.11.11. Participate in AVID club activities and fundraising.Participate in AVID club activities and fundraising.Participate in AVID club activities and fundraising.Participate in AVID club activities and fundraising.    

12.12.12.12. Understand Understand Understand Understand that AVID students need to keep a G.P.A. of 2.5 and above. Every that AVID students need to keep a G.P.A. of 2.5 and above. Every that AVID students need to keep a G.P.A. of 2.5 and above. Every that AVID students need to keep a G.P.A. of 2.5 and above. Every 

three weeksthree weeksthree weeksthree weeks    students will be required to get a grade check. students will be required to get a grade check. students will be required to get a grade check. students will be required to get a grade check.     

    

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________        ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    

    

AVID Teacher’s SignatureAVID Teacher’s SignatureAVID Teacher’s SignatureAVID Teacher’s Signature            Student’s SignatureStudent’s SignatureStudent’s SignatureStudent’s Signature    

    

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________        ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________            

Site Coordinator’s SignatureSite Coordinator’s SignatureSite Coordinator’s SignatureSite Coordinator’s Signature            Paren/GParen/GParen/GParen/Guardian’s Signatureuardian’s Signatureuardian’s Signatureuardian’s Signature    


